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Administrator of the Nationaii Aeronautics and Space 

A 
A dry box glove comprising an inner glove and an 

outer glove, the inner glove being adapted to sealingly 
engage the wrist of a wearer, the space between the inner 
and outer gloves being maintained at a pressure slightly 
higher than atmospheric by an inert gas admitted near 
the hand enclosing portion and exhausted near the hand 
receiving end, the inner and outer gloves being sealingly 
joined at the hand receiving end. 

The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 

This invention concerns a gas purged dry box glove, 
and it is particularly adapted for use in dry box opera- 
tions involving material sensitive to air or moisture such 
as submicron metal powders. The term “dry box” is 
meant to include nuclear dry boxes, bacteriological iso- 
lators, laboratory controlled atmosphere chambers, safety 
enclosures, electronic assembly boxes, semiconductor as- 
sembly boxes and inert gas welding boxes. 

In its broadest sense, the invention relates to a dry 
box glove having an elongated outer flexible hollow skin 
with a plurality of appendages adjacent one end thereof 
for receipt of the thumb and fingers of the wearer. At 
the end of the outer skin opposite the appendages is an 
enlarged opening for receipt of the arm of the wearer. A 
continuous tubular intermediate portion is provided be- 
tween the finger and thumb appendages and the arm q e n -  
ing. On the inside of the flexible outer skin of the glove 
in sealed engagement with the outer skin adjacent the 
arm opening is a gauntlet or flexible tubular member 
which extends toward the appendages and has an open 
end for tight engagement around a portion of the arm of 
the wearer such as the wrist. 

A gas inlet or port is provided between the hollow skin 
and the gauntlet at a location which is longitudinally 
spaced from a gas outlet similarly located between the 
hollow skin and the gauntlet. Suitable gas supply means 
is connected to the gas inlet means during use and ‘a gas 
pressure regulating device is utilized in connection with 
the gas outlet means. 

The gas supply means may be in the form of a con- 
ventional gas storage tank or receptacle having gas there- 
in under pressure and suitable valving means for release 
of the gas. The pressure regulating means for use with the 
gas outlet means may be in the form of a conventional 
bubbler which requires a pressure in excess of atmos- 
pheric pressure to force the gas out of the ontlet means 
and through a liquid medium in the bubbler into the 
atmosphere. Such bubblers are well known in the art 
and conventionally use oil or other viscose liquid through 
which the gas is bubbled. It has been found that an inert 
gas such as argon is preferred for the pnvposes of the 
invention, but the use of other dry gases in accordance 
with the principles of the invention is contemplated. 

It is a purpose of the invention to reduce the permea- 
tion of air or moisture into a dry box or isolator by dif- 

fusion of moisture through the gloves into the box. The 
use of dry boxes to process materials which are poison- 
ous, radio active or in other ways harmful to the human 
system is widely practiced in laboratories and research 

5 facilities throughout the world. Dry boxes must also be 
used for the handling and treating of materials which are 
subject to harmful contamination or reaction with the 
normal atmosphere as, for example, in the processing of 
fine metal powders or highly reactive materials such as 

In general, dry boxes consist of air-tight chambers 
with windows for observing manipulative operations per- 
formed therein with one or more pairs of flexible gloves 
sealed to the edges of openings in the chamber walls in 

15 such a manner that an operator may place his ‘arms for- 
ward into the sealed chamber. 

The dry box chamber is generally filled with an atmos- 
phere which is nonreactive with respect to the materials 
being handled. Gasses such as argon, helium, and nitrogen 

20 are commonly used for this purpose. A problem has been 
present in the prior art, however, which results from the 
nature of the thin flexible materials or skins which are 
used to make the gloves. The thinness and flexibility of 
the glove material is necessary, of course, to provide 

25 ease of physical manipulation by the operator. It has been 
found, however, that air and moisture will diffuse through 
most flexible materials at appreciable rates which thereby 
contaminate the atmosphere and degrade the materials 
being worked on in the dry box. This has been a problem 

30 of the prior art which, until the time of the present in- 
vention, has not been satisfactorily eliminated, and prior 
attempts to reduce moisture diffusion have not been en- 
tirely successful. 

Attempts to eliminate the prior art problem of moisture 
35 diffusion into the dry box through the materials of the 

dry box gloves have been varied. Thicker outer skins 
have been tried but because of their lack of flexibility 
they have been found to be too clumsy for use. Another 
attempt involved selecting a material for the skin which 

40 has a small permeability, but this was found unsatisfac- 
tory for the same reason. Another attempt involved the 
incorporation of a small diameter tube leading into the 
glove adjacent the palm of the hand of the operator. Air 
was blown through the tube into the glove cavity adjacent 

45 the operator’s hand in an attempt to cool the hand and 
reduce perspiration. 

The air circulation method, however, did not in any 
way reduce air diffusion into the dry box. The reason for 
its failure was that generally in a dry box, the internal 

50 pressure of the gas within the chamber is slightly greater 
than the atmospheric pressure. Accordingly, little or no 
cooling of the hand and the arm within the glove resulted 
because the glove collapsed and fitted tightly against the 

55 hand and arm of the operator due to the pressure differ- 
ential it was supporting. On account of this pressure dif- 
ferential and the collapsing of the glove tightly against 
the skin the circulation around the hand and the arm was 
poor and moisture permeation was substantially the same 

6o as with no attempt at cooling. If a higher pressure of air 
had been used within the glove, the moisture diffusion 
rate through the glove would have obviously increased. 

With the problems of the prior art devices and attempts 
in mind, and a recognition that moisture diffusion into a 
dry box is detrimental to the operations normally in- 
volved, it is a general object to provide an improved dry 
box glove and method which reduces permeation of mois- 
ture into a dry box during use. 

It is a more specific object of the invention to provide 
a dry box glove having an outer flexible hollow skin and 
an inner gauntlet which together define a hand receiving 
cavity which is gas purged during use to reduce the per- 

10 the alkaline earth metals. 
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meation of moisture by diffusion through the glove into a 
dry box. 

It is still another object of the invention to provide a 
dry box glove which is more comfortable for the wearer 
during the performance of operations in dry boxes. 

It is a more specific object of the invention to provide 
an improved dry box glove which reduces permeation of 
air or moisture into a dry box by diffusion through the 
glove and which provides increased comfort and maneu- 
verability for the operator in a construction which is 
relatively simple and inexpensive to manufacture. 

Other and more specific objects of the invention will 
be apparent from la detailed description to follow. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a horizontal elevational view of a dry box 

glove constructed acoording to the principles of the in- 
vention with certain of the parts broken away and in sec- 
tion for clarity. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the dry box glove in use in a chamber 
of a dry box. 

The glove of FIG. 1 has an elongated hollow flexible 
outer skin, generally designated by the numeral 10, of 
polyvinyl chloride or other suitable elastomeric material 
conventionally used for dry box gloves. The polyvinyl 
chloride skin BO has suitable appendages such as fingers 
12, 13, and thumb 14 provided in conventio 
on one end thereof. On the end of the skin 
the appendages 12, 13, and 14 is an openin 
ceive the arm and hand of the wearer. An intermediate 
continuous tubular outer sleeve section 18 connects the 
end having the appendages PZ, 13, and 14 with the open 
end 16 in a conventional manner. 

A hollow, sleeve-like gauntlet member 2Q having a 
relatively small wrist engaging end or cuff 22 is suitably 
spaced from appendages 12, 13, and 14 such that when 
the wearer's hand is inserted into the glove with the fin- 
gers and thumb in the appropriate appendages, the end of 
the gauntlet member 22 tightly grips the wrist of the 
wearer. The opening of the cuff 22 is surrounded by a 
bead-like formation suitably formed by laminations of 
material rolled back upon the outside of the gauntlet 20 
and sealed therein in a manner which permits expansion 
and contraction of the opening upon insertion or removal 
of the hand of the operator. 

The gauntlet 20 is preferably made of the same poly- 
vinyl chloride flexible skin material as the elongated outer 
hollow skin SO, and extends from the cuff 22 to the arm 
opening 14 wherein it is rolled and sealed with the outer 
skin I@ into a bead means 24 having a suitable rein- 
forcing band 26. 

The outer flexible hollow skin 10 and the inner gaunt- 
let 20 form a cavity 315 in which the hand of the wearer 
is positioned during use. A tubular conduit 32 preferably 
of polyvinyl chloride or other flexible material extends 
into the cavity 30 adjacent the cuff 22 of the gauntlet 
from a point in the gauntlet near the opening 16 where 
it passes through an opening 34. This construction pro- 
vides an exposed end 36 of the tube 32 within the gaunt- 
let and adjacent the opening 66. The opening 34 in the 
gauntlet 20 forms with the outer wall of the tube 32 a 
gas-tight seal such that no leakage into the cavity 30 
from the atmosphere or interior of the gauntlet can occur 
at that point. 

A gas supply tube 38 is provided by suitable gas-tight 
connection in oommunication with the end 36 of the tube 
within the gauntlet 20. such that a supply of gas from a 
conventionally higher pressurized gas storage tank (not 
shown) can be connected to  the supply tube 38. The gas 
enters the end 36 of e tube and passes into the cavity 
30 through the tube 3 at a point preferably adjacent the 
hand of the Qperator. 

The gas outlet tube 4Q makes a gas-tight connection 42 
with the gauntlet 20 and has an exposed end 44 within 

adjacent the opening 16 in a manner 
similar to that of the gas supply inlet tube 32. A gas 

exhaust tube 46 is suitably connected by means of a gas- 
tight telescopic connection 45 to the end 44 of the outlet 
tube 40. The gas exhaust tube 46 has an end 48 which 
extends downwardly into a gas bubbler receptacle 50. The 

5 gas bubbler receptacle 50 has an oil or other suitable vis- 
cose liquid 52 therein which insures that a pressure greater 
than atmospheric pressure is required to force the gas 
from the end 48 of the gas exhaust tube 46 into the at- 
mosphere. The pressure within the cavity 30 of the glove 

10 is dictated by the depth at which the end 48 of the tube 
46 is placed in the oil 52. It, of course, would be obvious 
that other pressure regulating devices might be used to 
maintain a desired pressure in excess of atmospheric 
pressure within the cavity 30. 

The dry box illustrated in FIG. 2 comprises a box-like 
structure having sidewalls 54 and legs 56 or other suit- 
able supports therefor with a base or floor 58 and a top 
enclosing structure 60. A suitable observation window 62 
with a sufficient seal to the box to prevent leakage of gas 

20 is provided in the known manner. A gas supply tube or in- 
let 64 to the box is provided such that in co-operation 
with a gas exhaust or outlet tube 66 a constant purging 
of the environment of the box may be accomplished. This 
purging preferably is at a pressure just sltightly above at- 

25 mospheric pressure within the box so as to minimize col- 
lapsing of the outer hollow skin 10 of the glove and the 
attendant disadvantages thereof previously discussed. 

The pressure in the cavity 30 of the glove is maintained 
by adjusting the depth of the tube 46 in the oil 52 of the 

30 gas bubbler 50, above atmospheric pressure at all times 
and is preferably substantially equal to the pressure with- 
in the box during purging to prevent a complete col- 
lapsing of the glove about the hand and arm of the opera- 
tor. It has been found that a slight tolerance of pressure 

35 variation within the glove which is either slightly above 
or below the pressure in the box is acceptable, but it is 
generally preferable to have the pressure about that of 
the box atmosphere. However, in all cases this pressure 
must be in excess of atmospheric pressure to maximize 

40 the reduction of moisture diffusion through the skin 10 
of the glove into the gas in the box. 

It will normally be found that the composition of the 
gas in the interior chamber of the dry box is the same 
as that in the glove, although it would be possible in 

45 certain instances to use different inert gases for the purg- 
ing of the dry box and the purging of the glove without 
detrimental effects to the contents of the dry box. 

The bead 24 which surrounds the opening 16 of the 
dry box glove is sealed about its entire periphery of the 

50 opening 70 in the dry box through which the glove and 
arm of the operator are inserted. Plate 68 is of conven- 
tional construction and equivalent glove-to-box sealing 
means may be utilized to seal the aperture 70 and the 
outer skin of the glove 10 against gas leakage. 

It will also be readily recognized that design modi- 
fications in the form of alternate embodiments of the 
invention could be provided. One modification which has 
been specifically contemplated includes the provision of a 
much longer gauntlet which would come down to the 

60 palm of the hand or even cover the entire hand and fin- 
gers. Also, it is possible to purge the cavity within the 
gauntlet such that the entire arm would be surrounded 
by inert gas further to minimize the effects of moisture 
from perspiration of the operator. It will be seen in this 

65 connection that various systems of purging lines more 
elaborate than that illustrated could be utilized to maxi- 
mize the circulation of the inert gas about the hand and 
arm of the operator. However, in the illustrated em- 
bodiment it has been found that by providing the inlet 

70 tube near the appendages of the hollow outer skin and 
the outlet tube near the opposite end of the hand cavity 
30, adequate circulation may be effected with a minimum 
of complex requirements. 

In an actual test of the illustrated embodiment of the 
75 novtjl glove, aqoq gas was purged through a dry box 

15 
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at the rate of 20 cubic fe per hour. An operator per- 
formed a standard exercise with one hand in a glove 
constructed as in the illustrated embodiment with argon 
gas purged through the hand receiving cavity at 20 cubic 
feet per hour. The exercise consisted of shaking a 4 pound 
weight for a 50 percent duty cycle, that is, 15 seconds of 
work and 15 seconds of rest, alternately for a period of 

operator performed the same exercise without the weight 
alternating with periods of 15 seconds of work and 15 
seconds of rest. The gas from the dry box was monitored 
with a moisture analysis instrument which showed that 
after an initial period of varying moisture buildup from 
perspiration of the arm and diffusion through the glove, 
a steady state condition was achieved in which the mois- 
ture content in the dry box increased over a constant 
rate of 60 parts per million per hour. 

In a second test using the same times and exercises 
with no argon purging of the glove, the steady rate of 
moisture buildup was 122 parts per million per hour. 
This is more than twice the moisture contamination rate 
than the test in which the glove was purged. 

It should be noted that the gauntlet used in the test 
was an experimental device which was handmade and did 
not have perfect seals labout the cuff or the joints of the 
gauntlet with the inlet and outlet tubes. However, despite 
the crudeness of the test, the argon purging was effective 
to reduce the moisture contamination rate to one-half the 
value obtained without purging. Moreover, it is obvious 
that although not specifically measured, it would be ex- 
pected that oxygen contamination within the dry box 
would also show at least a comparable decrease when 
the purged glove is used as opposed to the nonpurged 
glove. 

Another observation made during these tests was that 
the operator’s hand was saturated with perspiration in 
the test where no purging was utilized, but the hand was 
normally colored and practically free from perspiration 
after the test in which the glove was purged. 

For ease of description the principles of the invention 
have been set forth in connection with but a single illus- 
trated embodiment showing one design of purged dry 
boxed gloves. It is not our intention that the illustrated 
embodiment nor the terminology employed in describing 
it be limiting inasmuch as variations of these may be made 
without departing from the spirit of our invention. Rather, 
we desire to be restricted only by the scope of the append- 
ed claims. 

c 1 hour. Subsequently, during a second 1 hour period, the 

\. 

We claim: 
1. A dry box glove comprising: 
an elongated outer flexible hollow skin having a plu- 

an enlarged opening at the end opposite said one end, 
a continuous tubular intermediate portion between said 

appendages and said opening, 
a $gauntlet inside of said intermediate portion and in 

sealed engagement with said outer skin adjacent said 

a gas inlet in communication with the cavity between 

and a gas outlet in communication with the cavity be- 

. The glove of claim 1 in which the gas outlet and 
the gas inlet are on opposite sides of said opening at longi- 
tudinally spaced locations in the cavity between the outer 
skin and the gauntlet. 

3. The glove of claim B in which the gas outlet com- 
municates with the cavity between the outer skin and the 

rality of appendages adjacent one end thereof, 

OPrnbY 

said outer skin and said gauntlet, 

tween said ,outer skin and said gauntlet. 
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gauntlet adjacent the locati at which the sealed engage- 
ment between the outer skin and the gauntlet is effected 
and the gas inlet communicates with the cavity between 

s outlet and the appendages. 
. The glove of claim 1 in which the gauntlet has a 

sufficient to extend over at least a portion of a hand 
of a wearer of the glove. 

5. The glove of claim 1 in which the outer flexible 
hollow skin and the gauntlet are of an elastomeric mate- 
rial. 
6. The glove of claim 5 in which the elastomeric mate- 

rial is primarily polyvinyl chloride. 
7. The dove of claim 1 in which the gas outlet is pro- 

vided with pressure regulating means to control the pres- 
sure wi6hin the cavity between the outer skin and the 
gauntlet. 

8. The glove of claim 7 in which the pressure regulat- 
ing means is a gas bubbler which maintains the pressure 
within the glove above atmospheric pressure at all times. 

. The glove of claim 1 in which the enlarged opening 
in the outer skin is deiined by a bead of material which 
effects the sealed engagement between the outer skin and 
the gauntlet. 
10. A dry box glove comprising: 
an elongated outer elastomeric hollow skin having a 

plurality of appendages adjacent one end thereof for 
receipt of the fingers and thumb of a wearer, 

an enlarged opening having a reinforced perimeter a t  
the end opposite said one end for receipt of an arm 
of the wearer, 

a continuous tubular intermediate portion between said 
appendages and said opening, 

a gauntlet for tightly fitting about the wrist of the 
wearer inside of said intermediate portion and in 
sealed engagement with said outer skin adjacent said 
opening, 

a gas outlet in communication with the cavity between 
said outer skin and said gauntlet, 

and a gas inlet in communication with the cavity be- 
tween said outer skin and said gauntlet a t  a location 
between said appendages and said gas outlet, 

and a pressure regulating means maintaining the pres- 
sure within said glove above atmospheric pressure at 
all times during use. 

$1. A method of reducing the contamination of a first 
body of gas by a second body of gas separated therefrom 
by a permeable membrane comprising introducing a quan- 
tity of circulating inert gas between said second gas and 
said permeable membmne and maintaining said inert gas 
at a pressure at least equal to that of said second gas. 

12. A method of reducing the passage of atmospheric 
contaminants into an airtight box through a permeable 
(@eve member mounted on an opening in said box com- 
prising purging the cavity of said glove with an inert gas 
and maintain said inert gas at a pressure at least equal to 
that of the atmosphere. 
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